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Forget everything you ever 'thought" you knew
about your retirement! The only question now
is, in retirement, will you Thrive, or
Survive?Secured Financial Solutions offers
investments designed to navigate the debt
crisis and volatile markets. If ever retirees
and pre-retirees needed that, it is now. It
is our hope to educate as many people as
possible so that they may have a lifetime
income stream for and during retirement.
Secured Financial Solutions has helped many
clients weather the recent economic downturn
by minimizing their risk, and moving their
money out of the stock market and into less
risky money alternatives.That is why Secured
Financial Solutions partners, trains, and has
implemented Retirement Strategies from TOP
SPECIALISTS in the Financial Services
Industry to best prepare your finances for
retirement!We work with nationally renowned
specialists such as:Phil Kavesh Esq. Attorney, Robert Keebler - CPA, David Walker
-former US Comptroller, Ben Stein, Harry Dent
Jr., and Ed Slott - CPA. These individuals
have been guest speakers at Secured Financial
Solutions Education Conferences. Anil's
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Master Elite IRA Advisor.Do you believe taxes
will be higher in the future?Do you want to
pay those taxes?What is your strategy to not
have tax obligations destroy your investments
and retirement and how could you use taxes to
enhance your retirement?"Secured Financial
Solutions provides investment strategies to
grow your wealth while helping to protect
capital." "Hi, I'm Anil Vazirani. It is my
hope to educate as many people as possible so
that they may have a lifetime income stream
for and during retirement."Anil Vazirani,
President and CEO, ensures independent, fullservice money management that caters
primarily to the needs of retirees and preretirees, while specializing in taxefficient, tax-deferred growth strategies.
Anil Vazirani holds the following
designations: LUTCF - Life Underwriter
Training Council Fellow -This designation
gives an advisor a better understanding of a
variety of insurance products. IARInvestment Advisory Representative - Ensures
that one is able to advise about investing
in, purchasing, or selling securities.QFA - A
Qualified Financial Advisor - A highly
regarded designation for financial planning
and advisory services.Anil Vazirani:Holds a
Series 65 Investment Advisor Representative
License, Is an Independent Safe Money
Advisor, Is an MDRT Top Of Table 5 yr
Qualifier, Is a Member of: BBB - The Better
Business Bureau, NAIFA - the National
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2004 SSMP Hall Of Fame Inductee & an HS Dent
Master Certified Member.Mr. Vazirani holds
health and life insurance licenses as well as
upholding the title of Investment Advisor
Representatives. This is much more than an
Agent or a Broker. A Registered Investment
Advisor is the only person who has sworn
fiduciary duty to put your needs first. That
means the recommendations are objective,
independent and in the clients best interest.
This is Very Important when seeking financial
advice! Out of the 250,000 Financial Advisors
in the US, only 13,000 are Registered
Investment Advisors. Mr. Vazirani has helped
clients navigate themselves away from
economic failure in today's tough economic
times. Many clients have benefited from these
alternative investing strategies:*
SmartOption* Healthcare REIT* Insurance
Companies* IRA (Stretch)* Roth Conversion
ConceptSecured Financial Solutions believes
the less you pay in fees and taxes, the more
your money is able to stay protected and
continue to grow. With Secured Financial
Solutions, you don't have to take high risks
for a higher return. Speaking with Secured
Financial Solutions will help you navigate
the debt crisis and the volatile stock
markets. For more information, visit our
website at: www.TheRIPA.com, or call
1-800-957-5604 x 200.
Discover the ten key issues to achieving your
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From saving to purchase a first car, to
putting kids through college to planning for
retirement, to preserving your estate for
your loved ones, our financial goals change
from one stage of life to the next. While
those goals and the challenges we face in
achieving them may differ, all of them have
certain things in common. Saving, budgeting,
managing debt, minimizing taxes and living
within your means. These are a few of the 10
Key Wealth Management Issues which come into
play (to varying degrees) when working toward
specific financial goals. But there's one
goal for which success relies on all ten keys
coming together in perfect harmony: financial
independence, also known as "Point X." No
matter how you define it—whether it's a
retirement income of $25,000 a year, or an
estate worth $250 million—your future
financial independence requires that you deal
effectively with all ten key issues. And now
this book shows you how to get it done, along
with the guidance of a trusted advisor.
Supplies you with a complete roadmap for
arriving at "Point X," financial independence
with key milestones and important twists and
turns clearly defined Identifies the 10 key
wealth management issues and offers priceless
advice and guidance on negotiating each on
your road to financial independence Provides
you with both success and failure stories so
you can learn from others' real life
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facts and strategies within the wealth
management issues that will show you how to
minimize your most significant expense and at
the same time maximize your savings on the
road to your "Point X"
Written by a practicing emergency physician,
The White Coat Investor is a high-yield
manual that specifically deals with the
financial issues facing medical students,
residents, physicians, dentists, and similar
high-income professionals. Doctors are highlyeducated and extensively trained at making
difficult diagnoses and performing life
saving procedures. However, they receive
little to no training in business, personal
finance, investing, insurance, taxes, estate
planning, and asset protection. This book
fills in the gaps and will teach you to use
your high income to escape from your student
loans, provide for your family, build wealth,
and stop getting ripped off by unscrupulous
financial professionals. Straight talk and
clear explanations allow the book to be
easily digested by a novice to the subject
matter yet the book also contains advanced
concepts specific to physicians you won't
find in other financial books. This book will
teach you how to: Graduate from medical
school with as little debt as possible Escape
from student loans within two to five years
of residency graduation Purchase the right
types and amounts of insurance Decide when to
buy a house and how much to spend on it Learn
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effective manner with or without the
assistance of an advisor Avoid investments
which are designed to be sold, not bought
Select advisors who give great service and
advice at a fair price Become a millionaire
within five to ten years of residency
graduation Use a "Backdoor Roth IRA" and
"Stealth IRA" to boost your retirement funds
and decrease your taxes Protect your hard-won
assets from professional and personal
lawsuits Avoid estate taxes, avoid probate,
and ensure your children and your money go
where you want when you die Minimize your tax
burden, keeping more of your hard-earned
money Decide between an employee job and an
independent contractor job Choose between
sole proprietorship, Limited Liability
Company, S Corporation, and C Corporation
Take a look at the first pages of the book by
clicking on the Look Inside feature Praise
For The White Coat Investor "Much of my
financial planning practice is helping
doctors to correct mistakes that reading this
book would have avoided in the first place."
- Allan S. Roth, MBA, CPA, CFP(R), Author of
How a Second Grader Beats Wall Street "Jim
Dahle has done a lot of thinking about the
peculiar financial problems facing
physicians, and you, lucky reader, are about
to reap the bounty of both his experience and
his research." - William J. Bernstein, MD,
Author of The Investor's Manifesto and seven
other investing books "This book should be in
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Author of Common Sense Investing "The White
Coat Investor provides an expert consult for
your finances. I now feel confident I can be
a millionaire at 40 without feeling like a
jerk." - Joe Jones, DO "Jim Dahle has done
for physician financial illiteracy what
penicillin did for neurosyphilis." - Dennis
Bethel, MD "An excellent practical personal
finance guide for physicians in training and
in practice from a non biased source we can
actually trust." - Greg E Wilde, M.D Scroll
up, click the buy button, and get started
today!
Wealth Secrets of the Affluent reveals the
ten “keys” to financial success that affluent
families have used for decades. This is a
must read for anyone who earns over $150,000
per year or any family that is worth over
$2,000,000, as well as any advisor who makes
a living assisting wealthy clients or would
like to attract wealthy clients with more
appropriate—and more effective—advice. There
are specific strategies used to achieve
unparalleled wealth, and this book puts them
in perspective.
Thinking Differently About the Flexibility,
Access, and Control of Your Money
Strategies to Build Personal Wealth and
Protecting It
An Advisor's Guide to Comprehensive Wealth
Management
How to Enjoy Your Life and Not Let Your
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Does the thought of saving for retirement, investing
online, coping with debt, or paying for college leave you
fearful and frazzled? Are you confused and intimidated by
"expert financial advice" you can't understand? You need
The Savage Truth On Money-from the cash in your pocket
to the world of online investing. The candid and up-front
advice in The Savage Truth On Money is aimed at your
mind, your heart and your balance sheet. Whether you're
just starting out or well on your way, Terry Savage will
empower you to make informed money decisions and
evaluate the advice that the growing money industry sends
your way. Her expertise comes from her vast experience
as a stock trader, stock broker, investment advisor,
television market analyst, and bestselling personal finance
author. Step by step and dollar by dollar, The Savage
Truth On Money empowers you to manage your money by
freeing yourself from debt, creating a budget you can live
with, and investing wisely-even on a modest paycheck-to
build equity and wealth. Savage helps you harness the
power of the Web by using money management software
to develop and track your financial plan. There's a Savage
side to investing today. Find out what it is and how it
could impact your 401(k) choices and IRA decisions.
Discover how to harness the twin emotions that destroy
financial plans: fear and greed. Learn how to invest for
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education fund; use life insurance and annuities; and
make a smart estate plan so that your hard-earned wealth
isn't confiscated by taxes. Terry Savage will show you
how. The Savage Truth On Money will give you the facts,
resources, and confidence you need to take charge of your
finances today-and give you a secure future for tomorrow.
Terry Savage is a nationally recognized financial
authority and winner of the National Press Club Award
for Outstanding Consumer Journalism. The author of two
bestselling books, Terry Savage's New Money Strategies
for the '90s and Terry Savage Talks Money, she writes a
weekly syndicated column on personal finance for the
Chicago-Sun Times, is the personal finance columnist for
Barron's Online, and is a featured expert on Microsoft's
Money Central web site. Savage is a regular commentator
on PBS' Nightly Business Report, and has been featured
on CNN and Oprah. She appeared daily on Chicago's
CBS television station for over twelve years. Savage
started her career as a stockbroker and became a
founding member and the first woman trader on the
Chicago Board Options Exchange. She serves on the
Board of Directors at McDonald's Corporation.
It is simple: families with a plan end up far better
financially prepared than those who don't plan. Life
insurance should be a part of your plan. Death is never
easy to think about. This is one of the many excuses
people give for not having an adequate plan in place. The
reality that you and your family will one day learn is that
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insurance. Author and financial planner Alfred Dingler
has made his life's work from helping individuals and
families decide what is right for them. Dingler does not
use imposing charts, graphs, and financial terms to try to
convince you-Life Insurance to the Rescue contains thirty
real-life stories that will be immediately applicable to any
reader. Whether you are an insurance agent, an insurance
agency executive, or a consumer seeking to learn more
about life insurance, Life Insurance to the Rescue offers
insight into the most important asset you'll ever own. Start
planning for the future, today!
A comprehensive and authoritative guide to the art and
science of wealth management.
People, as a rule, will work hard within cultural common
sense and just assume that all will go well. But, “right
now, 90 million Americans are faced with the most
critical investment challenges of their lives.” They are not
prepared and are unsure how they will support themselves
when they retire. That cultural common sense must not be
working. Financial advisors are taught to advise the
majority of people. The median household income in this
country is $46,000 a year. Financial institutions are
organized around acquiring the masses as clients. The
clients of Sound Financial Group are the top 10%
households as de?ned by annual income and net worth.
We are committed to building a ?rm that will help our
clients in areas that matter to them most. Many of our
clients have questions like: Am I making the best use of
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okay given I may live 25-30 years in retirement?Am I
exposed to losing a great deal of my wealth or income if I
were to be sued?When I leave this earth what kind of
impact will I leave behind? Sound Financial Group was
created as a result of its founder realizing that many
people feel as though they have been taken advantage of
when meeting with a traditional ?nancial advisor. Often
these people are pushed toward a set of pre-packaged
investments that aren’t tailored to their desires. These
potential clients can feel they have lost control of their
money and aren’t involved in the process. We o?er a
process that gives our clients the tools to succeed and
supplies them with the guidance on achieve a GOOD
LIFE FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE.
You're in Control
The Smartest Money Book You'll Ever Read
Sound Financial Advice
The Happy Ever After
A Guide to a Fulfilling Retirement
The Life Insurance Investment Advisor
Managing to Be Wealthy for Individuals and Their
Advisors

This revised edition concentrates on variable universal life as the
life insurance product of choice. Offers financial analysis of life
insurance with examples and updates on annuity products, and
discusses the importance of investment flexibility and return,
diversification, and policy owner cont
Plans fail for lack of counsel, but with many advisers they succeed.
Proverbs 15: 22 NIV W e Christian men gain wisdom not simply by
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friends, but others are professionals you may already know:
spiritual advisor career mentor, financial planner, insurance
advisors, accountant, investment advisor, attorney, doctor. Think
about it: in one way or another, these are the people we entrust with
many (the most important aspects of our lives-medical needs,
finances, career, and spiritual life, to name a few. This book will .
help you carefully evaluate and select professional advisors
important to your life . show you how together they are members of
your own personal advisory team . assist you in working with your
personal advisory team to integrate the different facets of your life
and make decisions that advance the work of God's kingdom.
Wherever you are in your life's journey, your career, and your
Christian walk, the members of your personal advisory team can
help you put your faith into action h every aspect of your life. In the
press of life, few of us take the time to inspect the relationships that
inevitably shape who we are and who we will become.... The
Counsel of Many offers an excellent guide for building lasting
relationships that will enable the reader to maximize his potential
and offer depth and richness to the fabric of life. Gregory A. Ring,
president, CEO PhilanthroCorp Gary Sallquist has spent a lifetime
dispensing invaluable advice to clients, colleagues, parishioners
[His] insights are biblically grounded, practical, and streetwise. Paul
Edwards, vice president of Marketing and New Business
Development, Reebok/CCS Fitness The Counsel of Many ... gives
us permission not to have to "go it alone..," Thank you, Gary, for
the challenge of listening and praying with others. Dr. Rick Lansill,
vice president for Financial Affairs Princeton Theological Seminary
Access the industry?s premier print study guide and the
industry?spremier online test-prep materials with this unique
package. Thestudy guide consists of seven chapters, which parallel
the contentof the exams. Each chapter includes review questions
and providesthe core knowledge necessary to pass the exams. The
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with in-depth insight and expert guidance, you won?t needanything
else to pass the Series 6 and Series 63 exams. Order yourcopy
today.
The financial services world is changing. Technology is enablingan
automated approach to investing that should bring down the costof
commodity services. No longer do you have to fund thelifestyle of a
broker or advisor to have him tell you how todiversify or where to
find the next investment that cannot bemissed. This book will
provide the tools for calculators thattell you most of what you need
to know; from how much insurance youneed to have to how you
should diversify. The book will helpreaders with the following:
Understand what you have Plan your long-term goals Start to save
(maximizing your 401k) Reduce debt Run your Monte Carlo
Simulation Determine the appropriate asset allocation Set up your
auto-rebalancing and periodically (annually,perhaps) re-examining
your asset allocation to account forglobalization Deploy the asset
mix through low cost, tax-efficientstrategies Look at it once per
year This book will provide a better understanding of your
investmentdecisions. But, we all cannot be do-it-yourselfers.
Advisors serveas an important resource for consumers when they
are both capableand understand their duty to serve you, the
customer, first. To complement their moral station, they must have
the skills todeliver appropriate advice. The book, much like the
companySteve founded, will simplify standards for consumers and
auditadvisors to those standards.
An Age-Old Approach Revitalized
Achieving Financial Security for You & Your Family Through
Today's Insurance Products
The Second Half
The Savage Truth On Money
Retiring Upstream
A Guide to Understanding and Selecting Today's Insurance
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In Castles and Moats, Brian Carden simply
explains insurance and investing, unpacks all
the different options, and helps us chart a
course to the financial future we’ve always
dreamed of and worked so hard to obtain.
Americans are confused about managing their
finances, insurance needs, and overall life
planning. In the past, money wasn’t the do-ityourself project it has become today. Instead,
consumers had insurance and financial
professionals to help them make prudent
decisions. The point-and-click, self-serve nature
of the Information Age has robbed us of the
personalized face-to-face relationships that
once led us into good financial decisions.
Today, we’re drowning in information . . . but
we’re starving for unbiased education without a
sales pitch attached. We need a “professional
explainer” to come alongside us, unpack all the
different options, and help us chart a course to
the financial future we’ve always dreamed of
and worked so hard to obtain. In Castles and
Moats, Brian Carden is that “explainer.” He
helps you understand, prioritize, organize,
strategize, and stress-test each financial
product or strategy to help you create a more
favorable outcome. You’ll learn how to avoid
buying products or strategies that might seem
good when you buy them, only to find out about
the pitfalls later in your life. By recapturing
those lost dollars and redeploying them
towards other, more tailored solutions, you’ll
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with more predictable outcomes. Unpacking all
the ins and outs of insurance, planning, and
investment strategies, Brian provides an
unbiased, practical, and easy-to-understand
guide for you to make better, more informed
decisions. In Castles and Moats, he equips you
to build your glimmering castle of wealth and
surround it with a moat of protection.
From the Financial-Thought Leaders Series,
You're in Control shares educational and
informative insights about how conventional
wisdom may be holding you back from
achieving the retirement you've always wanted
for yourself. The contributing authors are not
media figures or financial journalists; they are
active financial professionals who maintain
independent financial planning practices
throughout the United States. As a
collaborative effort, this book shares with
readers the real-life obstacles the authors have
helped their clients to overcome. From taxes
and investing to insurance and Social Security,
this book provides the foundation to help you
gain more control over your finances and retire
with a greater level of confidence.
The Second Half is an educational book for
people that wish to learn about the complex
financial retirement system. How do I plan for
retirement? Should I invest the same way
during retirement as I did during my working
years? What are some of the issues that I
should look at and understand?
When it comes to money management, most of
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just not confident that we have the know-how
needed. But personal finance is actually more
personal than it is finance. Tim Maurer has
made a career out of distilling complex financial
concepts into understandable, doable actions.
In this eminently practical book, he shows
readers how to - better understand their values
and goals in order to simplify their money
decisions - budget major expenses intelligently
- reduce and eliminate debt - make vital
decisions on home, auto, and life insurance establish a world-class investment portfolio craft a workable retirement plan - and more
Readers will be relieved to see that managing
their money is actually not as complicated as
they thought--and that they can take control of
their financial future starting today.
A Doctor's Guide to Personal Finance and
Investing
Starting Your Own Practice
Series 6 and Series 63 Test Prep
Get Wise to Your Advisor
A Personal Marketing System for Financial
Professionals
Understanding Specially Designed Life
Insurance Contract

This book fulfills its promise as a peerless tool for
physicians wanting to make good decisions about
the risks they face.
This is the most fun you are ever going to have
reading a financial book. Chock-full of wisdom and
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and help consumers understand WHY they need to
plan—because there is more to life than just the math
equation answering the question, Do you have
enough to retire?
About the Book This book is unlike any other wealth
creation book ever written. Its user friendly,
educational approach will instruct and enlighten you.
It will provide you with tools, insight, and hope for a
prosperous future that you can control. You will be
able to see the true wealth creation opportunities
that show up in life distinct from the opportunities
that lead to financial ruin or limbo. Once you
understand the basic principles of this book, you will
never see the world of money the same again. There
will simply be no turning back. You will have the
education and knowledge to feel confident in
determining the course of your financial future. For
the most part, wealth creation is a nonlinear process
that occurs in life and not in an investment account.
Therefore, this book must restructure your mind in a
way that allows the process to unfold specifically for
you in your life. First and foremost, this book is
designed to peel back the veil of misinformation and
misdirection instilled in the minds of Americans by
banks and brokers over the course of four
generations. At this point in time, the misinformation
is imbedded deeply into our financial DNA. The
banks and brokers have had a four-generation time
span to pollute not only our minds but the minds of
our parents and great-grandparents. It is possible
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What if the secret to wealth creation lie within the
acronym, S.P.L.I.T. (Savings + Protection + Liquidity
+ Inflation + Tangible Commodities), and you no
longer need to deal with the volatility of the stock
market or rely on a broker again to attain wealth?
What if the secret to wealth creation is, in reality,
cloaked for most Americans, but now you can have
access to it? This book delivers the S.P.L.I.T wealth
creation strategies and levels the playing field for all
people. Regardless s of your position on the
economic pyramid, the authors message will benefit
you greatly.
A deeply insightful guide to goal-based financial
planning and wealth management Planning a
Successful Future empowers advisors and clients to
take control of their money and manage their income
to achieve their financial goals. Written by the father
of fee-only financial planning, this book features reallife stories and examples from over three decades in
the industry to illustrate how financial planning
works and the best way to create your strategy.
You'll learn how to identify and prioritize your goals,
and why they're important—and how to get where you
need to be for retirement, education, home
ownership, and more. Practical exercises get you
started on the right track, and useful checklists keep
you organized and focused along the way. You'll get
expert insight on risk management, allocation, tax
reduction, estate planning, and more, as you develop
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services industry undergoes frequent changes, and
financial planning specifically is affected to a high
degree. Keeping up with the latest news and
distinguishing trend from legitimate methodology
can itself be a fulltime job. This book gives you the
background you need to create a plan, and make the
smart choices that will help you grow and protect
your wealth. Create a realistic and goal-based
financial plan Take a more proactive approach to
your finances Identify your goals and how to achieve
them Allocate investments appropriately for your
situation Financial planning is complex, with many
variables to analyze and outside forces that can
derail even the best laid plans. Planning a
Successful Future gives you the information, tools,
strategies, and insight you need to make the best
decisions for your financial future.
The White Coat Investor
The Independence Guide for Professional Service
Providers
Financial Independence (Getting to Point X)
Solving The Retirement Puzzle With Four Easy
Pieces
Everything You Need to Know About Growing,
Spending, and Enjoying Your Money
The Wealth Creation Revelation
A Crash Course For Trustees, Attorneys, CPAs and
Family Offices

This book is a trip down the road to financial success.
Along the way you will learn about goals and the
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further your journey into the world of different
investment products and how they work. As you read
you will understand in this easy to follow book how
inflation and income tax tries to slow your journey
down. What can you do to try to limit the tax and beat
inflation? This question will get answered after you
read the book. You will learn all about insurance and
the reasons you need it and the reasons you dont need
it. There are some real life compelling stories that
portray situations where people did not have their
financial lives in order and they paid the price, big
time. What are the different types of IRAs? What are
some ways that we can prepare for our retirement?
Which one is the best for your journey? Do you want
to save for your childrens college education? What can
we put our money into to provide for college
education? These are the questions that will get
answered after you read The Road to Financial
Success. In the last chapter you will get a complete
understanding of how and why Wills and Trusts are
important. You will see what the first Will in recorded
history looked like. You will learn, with the use of
certain trusts, how to protect your assets from con
artists and unscrupulous people. Most importantly you
will learn the best way to pass money on to the people
you want and not the people you dont know and will
never meet.
Since its first printing in 2012, Solving The Retirement
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soon-to-be and recent retirees alike. Coauthored by
Peter Wechsler, retirement & income planning
specialist, and Jeremy A. Wechsler, Esq., Your Estate
Planning and Asset Protection Attorney, Solving The
Retirement Puzzle leads you through the potential
minefields of both retirement and estate planning.
Having focused exclusively on retiree issues for the
past 18 years, Peter and Jeremy know the importance
of having a solid, secure plan for your nonwork years
to ensure reliable income and peace of mind, even
amidst up and down markets. As an Investment
Advisor Representative and retirement & income
planner, Peter explains how he helps folks navigate the
many challenges involved in retirement planning.
Using their “Four Step Discovery Review Process” as a
guide, the pages of Solving The Retirement Puzzle
start with Peter’s exploration of Income and Tax
Planning, along with Risk Exposure and Risk Comfort
Level. Those principles established, Jeremy then
tackles Estate and Elder Planning. You’ve worked
hard to build your nest egg. You saved, you scrimped
and you sacrificed - determined to retire comfortably
and leave a lasting legacy for those you love. Now, you
must strive to protect and preserve that nest egg while
also using it for your future and the future of your kids
and grandkids. But you can’t do it alone. Peter and
Jeremy, and Solving The Retirement Puzzle With 4
Easy Pieces, have the information and insight you
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"Live Your Life Insurance" shows you exactly how
you can take advantage of one of the most common,
but misunderstood, financial tools. In it, you'll
discover exactly how you can use your life insurance to
benefit you while you are alive - and help you build
financial security. In addition, it will reveal ways to
make the best of your policy no matter what age you
are. Most people don't realize what a powerful tool
they have in their life insurance policies - this book will
be your guide.
"For anyone who needs to understand different types
of life insurance, as well as considerations for
purchasing and managing policies, this book should be
on your nearby reference shelf. If you’ve frequently
found yourself fumbling around with terminology,
such as the differences between variable, universal,
and variable universal life (VUL) policies, you’ll
finally see some light through the haze." MorningstarAdvisor.com Life insurance doesn't have
to be complex or intimidating. Ben Baldwin's
completely revised and updated guidebook makes it
clear and logical, discussing how to analyze insurance
products based on their investment merits and best
overall financial returns. This clear, authoritative
resource for consumer insurance information covers
the pros and cons of Internet purchases, techniques to
use capital within a policy, the fixed premium feature,
insurance for different stages of life, and the new
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New Life Insurance Investment Advisor: Achieving
Financial Security for You and your Family Through
Today's Insurance Products
Financial Planning for High Net Worth Individuals
The Truth about Retirement Planning and Wealth
Management
Master the Media to Attract Your Ideal Clients
The Wealth Advisors Guide to Life Insurance
Life Insurance to the Rescue
A Holistic Approach to Preserving Your Wealth and
Legacy
Praise for Master the Media to Attract Your Ideal Clients "This
book is a marketing masterpiece. It should be required
reading for all financial professionals." -Janine Wertheim,
Chief Marketing Officer Securities America, Inc. "Marketing is
the lifeblood of any practice. The media is the most effective
and cost-efficient way to market. Unfortunately, most
practitioners only dream of media attention. No more-Derrick
Kinney delivers on his promise to help you 'master the
media.'" -Harold Evensky, CFP author, Wealth Management
"This fast-moving, practical book gives you a step-by-step
process to multiply your results and dramatically increase
your exposure and name recognition. A classic!" -Brian Tracy,
President, Brian Tracy International author, Create Your Own
Future "Kinney offers an easy and effective 'how-to' approach
for financial producers to gain recognition and credibility by
becoming media sources. If you want to take your business to
the next level, this book can help you get there." -Gail S.
Waisanen, CLU, Editor, Life Insurance Selling "Derrick
Kinney has built an effective marketing system that every
advisor can use to help grow their business and attract more
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LLC columnist for Financial Planning
Retiring Upstream will help you discover how to: * Get your
retirement back on track after the Great Recession * Enjoy
retirement without fear of running out of money * Invest for
more consistent growth, reduced risk and lower taxes *
Create a multi-generation legacy for your family and
community * Protect yourself from Long Term Care expenses
* Make the most of Social Security and Medicare benefits *
Partner with your favorite community organization, church or
temple to maximize the impact of your generosity, increase
your income and lower your taxes
Theres an old saying in the Financial World, the one who
makes the rules, gets the gold. For years, the Financial World
has successfully lived by this rule. Biased charts, irrelevant
historical graphs, goofy catch-phrases and unreliable risktolerance questionnaires, their game plan is to convince you
that they know more about you and your money than you do,
all the while, making money on your money whether you do
or not. Its a game you cannot win! The 3 Personalities of
Money puts an end to the madness by changing the rules.
Instead of allowing the Financial World to control your money
by controlling your mind, you will learn the secret of
controlling your money by knowing your mind; a concept
seasoned advisor Tony Walker refers to as mind over money.
Thanks to this breakthrough concept by one of the countrys
most contrarian advisors, consumers now have an escape
route from the traditional one-size-fits-all mantra pitched by
the financial world. Whether youre confused as to which
investments to select in your 401(k) plan or wondering if you
should follow the herd into the latest gold rush, The 3
Personalities of Money will give you the answers you need.
This book, coupled with the free 3-minute financial personality
test located at 3Personalities.com and the unique, real-life
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the Financial world by giving you more confidence in who you
are and what fits your financial personality.
This is the eBook version of the printed book. This Element is
an excerpt from Who Can You Trust With Your Money? Get
the Help You Need Now and Avoid Dishonest Advisors
(9780137033652), by Bonnie Kirchner. Available in print and
digital formats. Understand your financial advisor’s
relationships to other financial institutions--and what those
connections mean for you. When you engage with a financial
advisor, you are also creating connections to various financial
institutions. Understanding the various roles of financial
institutions and how they are associated with different
products and services can give you clues as to whether you
are receiving the appropriate communications and help you
spot red flags....
Busting the Life Insurance Lies
Planning the Most Important Retirement in the World - Yours
The Roles of Various Financial Institutions
New Life Insurance Investment Advisor
How to Recapture the Money you are Losing and Add it to
Your Family's Wealth
38 Myths and Misconceptions That Sabotage Your Wealth
Balancing Your Money and Life

You might feel like you're working toward a date. Or maybe
it's a savings goal. Or maybe you're looking for a sign.
Bottom line, if you're like most Americans, you're working
toward retirement; a period of your life you hope will look
something like a "happy ever after." But how are you going
to get there? In "The Happy Ever After," John Navin takes
on the challenges we face in retirement, drawing on his life
experience, his role as an investment advisor and owner of
John Navin & Associates, and his more than 20 years in the
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training is largely financial, John has learned there is more
to well-being than just a strong portfolio. After all, how
much good is a well-funded retirement if you are unable to
enjoy it? John's emphasis on total balance - personal,
financial and physical - is key to what he does every day,
helping people in the pursuit of "The Happy Ever After."
2022 New Release in Wealth Management, Retirement
Planning, Estates & Trusts, Personal Taxation, Money
Management CREATE A MEANINGFUL LEGACY
WITHOUT SACRIFICING YOUR LIFESTYLE IN
RETIREMENT! Shouldn’t we expect more from our life’s
work and savings than just a secure retirement? Is
traditional retirement planning failing families with shortsighted financial advice? Is this tunnel vision actually
leaving your retirement and your family at risk? Avoid the
retirement planning trap with this estate & financial
planning strategy guide. The Retirement Planning Trap: A
retirement plan should consist of a mix of investments or
financial products selected to merely not outlive your
money.(FALSE!) The Financial Planning Escape: A holistic
approach to wealth management is a path towards protection
from taxes, long-term healthcare costs, inflation, market
fluctuations, and probate. Beyond income distribution, a
holistic plan should provide for a surviving spouse, include
wealth transfer strategies, and much more.(YES!) Highly
acclaimed Financial Planner Krista McBeath has developed
a clear and systematic approach towards generational
wealth. Based upon a nautical ship’s wheel, The
Generational Wealth Wheel illustrates the steps towards
accumulating, protecting, and transferring wealth. Together
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wheel represents critical steps for financial stability leading
to generational wealth. Wealth Anchors: These basic
financial principles are the foundation for creating and
preserving wealth from generation to generation. Income
Streams: A sustainable cash flow plan is essential towards
maintaining a lifestyle and providing for family. Safety Nets:
Protect your retirement and legacy by learning how to
identify and neutralize lurking threats to assets. Bold
Growth: Learn the keys successful investors use to invest for
growth without fear. Celebrate Abundance: How to enjoy the
life you deserve while benefiting from ‘Giving while Living.’
Charted Legacy: Award-winning estate planning attorney
shares the basics for sealing wishes and legally transferring
assets. Tax Strategy: A tax strategy incorporating the three
major tax stages is the ‘hub’ for a systematic wealth
management plan. Krista McBeath developed this simple,
systematic approach to financial stewardship out of love for
her own family. With a passion for helping others, she shares
the keys for living a life of abundance while protecting
what’s most important to us. “As I reflect on the journey to
bringing this book public, I hope people see the passion
behind it, especially with my personal stories. I know most
wouldn’t read a book on money, but you’ll quickly find, at
the heart of this book is love for family.” The Generational
Wealth System is not just about the size of the bank account
and what to do with it. At the core, it’s for those concerned
about the well-being of their spouse, children, and future
generations. It’s for those who want to have a plan in place
for a time when they may not be here to guide and care for
their loved ones physically. This book is for the legacy
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their heart and wish to make a difference. Don’t place your
estate in jeopardy by waiting. It’s time to start
planning—after all, 2020 and 2021 have taught us that
anything can happen. For the sake of what’s most precious
to you, stabilize your retirement while securing your legacy.
Get this book for your family, today!
Habits are the key to financial success. It doesn't matter how
much money you make, save, inherit, or receive if you don't
have the simple habits of saving first and spending less
money than you have available. Otherwise, your financial
picture could be in jeopardy. Utilization strategies are seldom
a topic financial professionals educate their clients about
when discussing their financial pictures. Our industry is
usually zeroed in on investment conversations and the
majority of financial vehicles that exist in the marketplace
today revolve around a risk/return mindset. The thinking is
that in order to achieve higher returns, an investor must be
prepared to take on more risk in their financial picture. Our
focus with utilization strategies centers around four main
questions concerning a client's cash flow awareness:* What
is the purpose of your money? To Invest or Spend?* What is
the time horizon for each purpose? Long Term or Short
Term?* Are their specific risks you would like to minimize
over that time frame?* Where do you currently store your
savings?Getting answers to these questions allows the
financial professional to act as an advocate for their clients'
best interests. Ultimately, we aim to teach our clients to
simply discover what dollars are flowing into your control
and what dollars are flowing out of your control. Then,
strategize so more money flows into your control. The end
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your lifetime and more money for future
generations.Through extensive research and a broad
knowledge base on different financial institutions, we believe
there are specific types of life insurance companies that offer
specific types of life insurance contracts with certain
beneficial features to a conservative saver. A highly trained
financial professional can use these contracts to offer a
conservative saver a tremendous alternative to traditional
banking methods. Please understand that we are not actually
creating a real bank for our clients or communicating that
life insurance companies are the same as a bank. Rather we
are attempting to design a financial vehicle that can mimic
certain banking functions in one's personal/business
economy - like financing big ticket purchases and controlling
where your cash flow is stored.
Praise for STARTING YOUR OWN PRACTICE "This book
will become your blueprint for success if you decide to go
down the path of going into business for yourself." --Dr. Bob
Froehlich, Chairman Investor Strategy Committee, Scudder
Investments If you're tired of working for someone else and
have contemplated striking out on your own, Starting Your
Own Practice: The Independence Guide for Professional
Service Providers can turn your dream of owning an
independent business into a reality. Written from the
perspective of successful entrepreneur and investment
advisor, Robert Fragasso, this book is designed to help
professionals who provide skilled personal service--from
investment advisors, brokers, consultants, attorneys, and
accountants to computer programmers, healthcare
professionals, and architects--make the right choices as they
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depth insight and practical advice, Starting Your Own
Practice lays out a complete blueprint to business
independence that includes:Deciding whether selfemployment is right for youHow to leave your current
employerStructuring the marketing, management, staffing,
and general operation of your businessConverting existing
clients or customers to your new business as well as gaining
new clients and customersThe best ways to finance your
businessProtecting yourself and your business from liability
and loss
The Boston Institute of Finance Mutual Fund Advisor
Course
A Breakthrough Discovery In“Mind over Money”
The Road to Financial Success:
Finding Happiness and Security in the Transition of a
Lifetime
How to Reach Your Investment Goals Without Getting
Ripped Off
The New Life Insurance Investment Advisor
Insurance and Risk Management Strategies for Physicians
and Advisors
Stop working for money and put your money
to work for you! Tens of thousands of
readers trust Dan Solin's advice when it
comes to investing, managing their
401(k)s, and planning for retirement. Now
Solin offers the smartest guide to money
management and financial planning yet.
From managing your debt, boosting your
savings, and owning (or renting) a home to
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returns, and retiring when you want to,
The Smartest Money Book You'll Ever Read
is your road map to financial freedom-and
to enjoying yourself along the way.
New Life Insurance Investment Advisor:
Achieving Financial Security for You and
your Family Through Today's Insurance
ProductsMcGraw-Hill Education
Wealth advisors looking to gain a better
understanding of the proper selection,
use, and management of life insurance
agree The Wealth Advisors Guide to Life
Insurance is the concise handbook they
have been looking for. As one advisor
said, it "deserves a place in every wealth
advisor's reference library.” Easy to read
the book “takes a complicated subject and
makes it easy to digest.” Written by an
industry expert who has managed life
insurance for fiduciaries nationwide for
over a decade, the book will be an
“essential resource” for you providing the
knowledge you need to help your clients
maximize the benefits of life insurance.
As one industry expert said after reading
the book…”there are other fine books on
life insurance…but none as concise and
readable.” For more information about the
book and its author, you can visit
MichaelBrohawn.com.
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blends into your life The latest volume in
the bestselling Ultimate series, Jim
Stovall and Tim Maurer's The Ultimate
Financial Plan: Balancing Your Money and
Life is a one-stop, comprehensive,
personal financial planning book exploring
the intersection of money and life. The
Ultimate Financial Plan examines the
connection between actions, thoughts, and
feelings when it comes to all things
financial. The key to getting the most out
of your wealth, the authors argue, is
certainly found in the wise utilization of
tools, like budgets, bank accounts,
401(k)s, IRAs, Roth IRAs, education
savings plans, and real estate, as well as
home, auto, business, health, disability,
and long term care insurance, but even
more so in the contentment found in
balancing money's influence in our lives
with personal values and goals. An
insider's look into the recently humbled
"Big 3"—the banks, brokerage firms, and
insurance companies—and the inner workings
that often set their proprietary goals and
objectives above all A critical
examination of the role of various
financial sales people, advisors,
planners, and consultants A guide to
navigating Economic Bias—a conflict of
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The Ultimate Financial Plan is the
application of the resources at your
disposal for the purpose of living your
life to the fullest, and this book will
show you the quickest route to getting
started on the path to ultimate success.
Wealth Secrets of the Affluent
Live Your Life Insurance
The Generational Wealth System
The 3 Personalities of Money
Castles and Moats
It's Now or Never...
Retire and Stay Retired SAFE, SMART and
SECURE!
Is life insurance a bad investment? Don't I lose all my
cash value when I die? Shouldn't I just make a bundle
and invest it instead? What about my spouse or my kidsdo they need life insurance? Can I borrow money from
(or is it against?) a life insurance policy? My insurance
advisor told me one thing about insurance, but my
financial planner gave me different advice, and an expert
on TV said something else entirely. What do I do now?
Help! Every day, people like you and me run into
questions like these-and no good answers. The truth
about life insurance is that myths, misunderstandings,
and even outright lies cause a lot of uncertainty around
what it is, how it works, who needs it and when, andmost importantly-the great benefits it can bring to your
life. This book is here to clear up all that confusion. With
combined experience of over fifty years in the life
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what's true and what isn't. They've seen what works and
what fails. They've lived through every success and
failure the industry can throw at them. And they're fed up
with seeing smart, well-meaning people fall for costly halftruths and mix-ups because they just can't find the right
information. Busting The Life Insurance Lies takes the 38
biggest, loudest myths around life insurance and breaks
them wide open. Whether you're wondering if life
insurance is right for you, wanting to understand how it
can help you while you're still alive, or even an insurance
advisor yourself, this book will guide you to the answers
you need to make the clearest, most informed decisionone you'll feel good about for the rest of your life.
In his second book, Eric Brotman aims to arm you with
the tools you need to achieve an independent and
dignified retirement. Specifically, "Retire Wealthy" is
designed... 1) To provide a financial literacy tool for you
to learn the basics. 2) To motivate you to get on the path
to financial independence and to have the tools you need
to help make the journey a rewarding one. 3) To provide a
process and various strategies you can use in doing
financial planning and wealth-building on your own or
with your financial advisor. (Would also like to see 1-2
testimonials on the back cover)
What Banks and Brokers Don't Want You to Know
Planning a Successful Future
Insurance, Investment, and Life Planning Simply
Explained
The Counsel of Many
A No-Nonsense Guide to Personal Finance
Keys to Fortune Building and Asset Protection
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